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1. INTRODUCTION. 
Given any set of matrix representations of a group, we can derive 
information about the group and the representations by studying the charac- 
ters of the representation. In particular, we can consider properties of the 
character which will hold for all representations in this set. For example, 
we say that two elements u and u he in the same character class if they have 
the same character for all representations in the set. 
R. Horowitz [2] has considered all representations of a free group on B free 
generators in the 2 X 2 special linear group SL(2, K) (K an integral domain). 
e shows that there exists a set of 2” - I words ui in I;;, such that the 
character of any word u in F, can be represented as a polynomial in the 
characters of the words ur ,..., uzmWI . That is, for every U. inF, there exists a 
polynomial P in 2” - 1 variables such that tr(,o(zl)) = ~~tr(~(~~))] where p is 
a representation ofF% in SL(2, K) and where tr denotes the trace of the matrix. 
@hanging the set of representations considered changes this property. 
A. V. Marincuk and K. S. Sibirskii [4] show that if one considers representa- 
eneral linear group of 3 X 3 matrices with 
acter of any element can be represented as a 
We will consider representations of F, in tbe 4 x 4 symplectic 
> where Sp(4, R) is g iven by the algebraic condition: ME Sp(4 
M is a real. 4 x 4 matrix such that MT JM equals Jr where MT is the transpose 
of M and J = (-“, i) with 0 and I the 2 x 2 zero and identity matrices, 
respectively. Equivalently, Sp(4, R) can be described as the group of analytic 
mappings of the generalized upper half plane # where # consists of ah 
2 x 2 symmetric matrices 3 such that (1/2i)(3 - 2) is positive definite f5]. 
If we consider 4 x 4 symplectic representations, we increase the number 
of words needed whose characters generate all characters: If p is a 
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representation of F, in SL(2, R) then p induces a representation p* in 
SP(~> R) by 
Then tr(p*(W)) = 2 tr(p(W)). Th ere ore f any polynomial relationship 
between characters in Sp(4, R) must induce relationships in SL(2, R). 
However, since not all symplectic representations are derivable in this way, 
not all relationships holding in SL(2, R) will imply relationships in Sp(4, R). 
We prove the following analogous theorem for Sp(4, R): There exists a set 
of twenty words {IV, ,..., W,,) in F, such that the character of any word in F, 
is representable as a polynomial in characters of these words. 
If two words are conjugate as group elements of F, then they lie in the 
same character class, no matter what set of representations we consider, 
since conjugate matrices have equal trace. If we consider representations in 
SL(2, R) or Sp(4, R), th en an element and its inverse lie in the same character 
class, since if a matrix A lies in either group, tr A = tr A-i. Therefore if u 
is in F2 then the character class of u is the union of at least two conjugacy 
classes, that of u and of u-l. Horowitz [2] has given certain necessary con- 
ditions for words in F, to be in the same character class, and these conditions 
must carry over to representations in Sp(4, R). However these symplectic 
representations distinguish conjugacy classes more sharply than SL(2, R) 
representations. We will give examples of words which lie in the same 
character class with respect to representations in SL(2, R) but lie in distinct 
character classes with respect to representations in Sp(4, R). 
Finally, we show that the set S = (W, ,..., W,,} has a subset S, = 
Wl >.**> Wl,> invariant under automorphisms of F2 in the following sense: 
If $ is an automorphism of F, and if WE 5’i then the trace of b(W) is repre- 
sentable by a polynomial in the traces of words in S, . 
In deriving relationships among the traces of symplectic matrices M we 
construct a “pseudo-symplectic” normal form M, . This is a matrix similar 
to M but not necessarily symplectic: M, = C-IMC where CTJC = J, so 
C is symplectic if and only if it is real. This form was derived independently 
from, but is very closely related to, a symplectic normal form constructed by 
A. Christian in 1967 [l]. 
2. NORMAL FORMS FOR SYMPLECTIC MATRICES 
If M is in Sp(4, R) then the following properties of M can be shown by 
elementary methods of linear algebra. 
LEMMA 1. If X is an eigenvalue foT M then l/h and 1 aye also eigenvalues 
for M. All have the same algebraic andgeometric multiplicity. 
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LEMMA 2. If M has an eigenvalue h such that h + x and 1 h / f P then 
ICI is d~ag~~a~~~able. 
LEMMA 3. If h # & 1 and E = 51 are eigenval’ues for M thew E has 
algebraic multiplicity 2. 
LEMJ~~A 4. The eigenvalues for M, listed according to algebraic ~~~t~~~c~ty~ 
can. be ordered in one of the following ways: 
(4 0, P> l/4 l/d wheye A # l/h, p f l/p, A # p@, 
@) Gt 63 m 4 where X # l/h, E = &I, 
(c) {A, l/A, l/h, A> where X # l/X, 
(d) (5 -E, E, -4 where E = Al, 
(e> (E, E, 5 4 where E = +I. 
THEOREM 2. I. There exists a matrix C szech that CTJC = j and 
CIMC = iWC is ane of the following: 
(v) .&fc=(f ,“), where S=ST, 
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Proof. If X has column vectors xi then XTJX = ((xi , 1~~)) where ( , ) is 
the symmetric inner product. If M is symplectic, then (q , Jq) = 
Wxi , Jn/rx,). 
If the eigenvalues are of type (a), notice that X,h, = 1 if and only if 
(&.I-) = (1, 3), (2,4), (3, I>, or (4,2). Choosing eigenvectors xi , we find 
(.q , Jxj) = h&(x, , Jxj). Then (x1 , Jxj) = 0 except for those values of (;,j). 
Since det X # 0 and det XT JX = (det X)2, then (xi , Jxj) cannot be zero for 
those remaining (i,j). The xi can be normalized such that (xi , Jxj) = 1 for 
these values. If C has the normalized eigenvectors as its columns, then 
C-lMC is diagonal and CT JC = J. 
For eigenvalues of remaining types we choose xi as indicated by the 
possible Jordan canonical forms, rearranged if necessary to give the ordering 
of eigenvalues indicated by Lemma 4. The argument above can be adapted to 
shoe C-1MC is of the desired form and CT JC = J. All necessary computa- 
tions are routine. 
3. BASIC RELATIONSHIP FOR CHARACTERS 
U, V, IV,... will denote 4 x 4 symplectic matrices. tr U denotes the trace 
of u. 
THEOREM 3.1. tr UVW + tr U-lVW + tr UV-lW + tr U-IV-rW + 
tr VUW + tr VUIW + tr V-lUW + tr V-lU-lW = tr U[tr VW + 
tr V-lW] + tr V[tr UW + tr U-lw] + tr W[tr UV + tr U-IV] - 
tr U tr V tr IV. 
Proof. Assume U is in normal form. V and W are no longer necessarily 
symplectic, since they may no longer be real, but still satisfy V*JV = J, 
W*JW = J. In particular, if V = (F; %), w h ere Vi are 2 X 2 matrices, 
then 
= v, - v,T v+v-l=(y$ v, + v,= 1 * 
If U has form (i), (ii), (iv), or (v) in Th eorem 2.1 and U, is a diagonal matrix 
having the same diagonal entries as U then tr U = tr U,, and U + U-l = 
U, + 77;‘. Therefore in these cases it is sufficient to prove the theorem for 
U diagonal. 
Let V = (v,), V-l = (a,), W = (zQ). Note that vii + 6, = 0 if 
(i, j) = (1, 3), (2,4), (3, l), (4, 2). Let U have diagonal entries h, , h, , ha , A4 . 
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Then the left-hand side of the equation is 
If i f j then either hi + l/h, + hj + l/Aj = tr U or zlii f 7ixij = 0. Therefore 
this is equal to 
2 i (h + I/%)(% + dif) w<i 
i=l 
Direct inspection shows this is equal to the right-hand side. 
If U has the form (iii) or (vi) then U + U-l = al + bX where X = (z :), 
L = (ol ,$ and a = h + I/h, b = X - I/h [form (iii)] or Q = 2, b = - 1 
[form (vi)]. Since tr is additive, and since the theorem has been proved for 
diagonal matrices, it is sufficient to prove it for bX. A routine calculation does 
this. 
&IOROLLARY 3.2. The following relations hold: 
(a) tr U2V = -tr U-=V + tr U[tr UV + tr F3-V] 
- +[(tr Qz - tr(Ua)] tr V. 
) ts Un = -tr Un-4 + tr U[tr Un-1 + tr Un-3] 
- -$[(tr U)z - tr(U2)] tr V* 
(c) tr uvuv + tr u-lVU-1v 
+ 2[tr UVUV-l + tr UVWIV + tr UVCJ-~V-~] 
= [tr UV + tr lPIVJz 
- J[(tr U)z - tr(U2) - 4][(tr 1”)” - t”(V) - 41. 
Proof. (a) Apply Theorem 3.1 to U, U, and V. 
(b) Apply part (a) with V = U+2. 
(c) Apply Theorem 3.1 to U, V, UV then to U, VT iFV. 
Add the results and simplify. 
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4. POLYNOMIAL REPRESENTATION OF CHARACTERS 
THEOREM 4.1. Let F2 = (a, b) be a free group on two free generators. 
If u EF~ , then the character of u can be represented as a polynomial tr u = 
PC% >**+, xzo) where xi = tr Wi and S = {W, ,..., W,,> = (a, b, a2, b2, ab, ab-l, 
a2b, ab2, a2b2, (ab)2, abab-I, aba-lb, a2bab-I, ab2a-lb, a2b2ub, a2b2ab-1, a2baba-lb, 
ab2abab-I, a2b2abab-l, a2b2aba-lb}. That is, tr(p(u)) = P(tr(p(WJ)) for all 
representations p of F2 by 4 x 4 symplectic matrices. 
Proof. Let u = aUlbfll ... a”*bPn. Define L(U), = n (call it the L-length of u) 
and k(u) = number of i such that / ai 1 = 2 or \ pi j = 2 (call it the k-length). 
We write _P(tr Ui) = 0, where P is a polynomial if there exist a polynomial Q 
and ZJ~ E F, such that f(tr Us) = Q(tr vj) and either: 
(i) L(vj) < L(uJ for all i, j and K(vj) < k(uJ whenever L(r+) = L(q) 
and L(ui) minimal, 
(ii) vj E S. 
That is, P(tr uJ = 0 if it can be expressed as a polynomial in traces of words 
with shorter L-length or equal L-length and shorter K-length. Note that if 
tru+trvrO,tru-O,andL(u)<L(v)thentrvrO. 
The proof proceeds through a series of reductions. 
Step 1. It is sufficient to consider u freely and cyclically reduced. If u # 1, 
then none of its exponents are zero. 
Step 2. It is sufficient to consider u containing only 1, - 1, or 2 as 
exponents. If j 01~ 1 > 2, I/3$ j > 2, 01~ = -2 or & = -2 then repeated 
application of Corollary 3.2(a) yields tr u = P(tr uJ where ui involves only 
&1,2 as exponents. 
Step 3. tr(uiu2ua . . . 24,) + tr(u2u,u, . . * u,) = 0, where ui = a”libei. This 
follows from Theorem 3.1 with U = u, , V = us, W = us ... u, . 
Step 4. tr u = 0 if k(u) 3 2. By the previous steps we may assume 
u = u, .a* u, with k(u,) = k(u,) = 2. Then ui = a%, aeb2, or u2b2 for 
i = 1, 2, where E = 31. Interchanging ur and u2 if necessary, we may 
further assume u has one of the following forms: 
(a) u = u2bsa2bav, 
(b) u = aab2acb2v, 
(4 u = u2b2a2b2v, 
(d) u = a2bCuasb2v 3 
where E, 6 = &l, 01 = &1,2 and YJ = 1 or v = us *m. u, . For u of type (a) 
of (b) consider w = ~~y~~~y~z. Then w = u for x = a, y = b, u of type (a) 
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and w is conjugate to u for x = 6, y = a, u of type (b). Applying Theorem 3, I 
to x, xyE, x2yaz we find tr w = 0. For of type (c), applying Theorem 3.1 to 
a, ab2, a2b2v we find tr u + tr(ab2a3bzv) = 0. Applying Corollary 3.2(a) to 
a2 . ab2mb2 we find tr(ab2a3b2v) = 0 so tr u E 0. Finally, if u is of type (d) 
then by Corollary 3.2(a) we can consider instead u = a2”b6a8b2v. Applying 
Theorem 3.1 to as, asbe, aSb2v we obtain tr u = 0. 
Step 5. IfL(u) 3 3 and ui = ui for some i # j then tr u = 0. By Step 2 
we may assume u1 L- up . Then u = u12v where v # 1. Applying Corollary 
3.2(a) we find tr u = 0. 
Step 6. If L(u) >, 4 or L(u) = 3 and k(u) = 0 ,then tr u = 0. By the 
preceeding steps we may assume u has at least three L-syllables with 
and that u = ~~uszcs~ where k(q) = k(u,) = k(ug) = 0 and the ui are 
distinct. Since 2ci = acdb8i, ci , C$ = f 1 we may assume cz = c3 , 6, = -3, . 
Then c1 = --e2 and 6, = 6, or 6, . By interchanging u2 and ug if necessary, 
assume 6, = 6, . Then u = a-WaWa%-% = a-E(bsaG)2b-% and by Step 6, 
tru ~0. 
Step 7. There remain only a finite number of wor s u to consider. These 
have tbe following properties: 
(i) 21 involves only exponents &1,2, 
(ii) L(U) < 3 and k(u) = 1 if L(u) = 3, 
(iii) u has no repeated syllables if L(u) = 3. 
We first make the following observation. If three out of the four words 
abv, ab-Iv, a-lbv, a-lb-% are z 0 then the fourth is. This is an imlnediate 
consequence of Theorem 3.1. We can then show tr u z 0 for al! remainin 
by applying Theorem 3.1, Corollary 3.2 and this observation and successively 
reducing words, beginning with L(z) = 3, k(u) = 1. Straight forward 
reduction gives the result. 
5. PNVARIANT SUBSETS OF S 
We let S = {WI ,..., W2J, ordered as in the previous section, and let P 
denote a polynomial in the indeterminants x1 ,..., xas . Following Horowitz’s 
terminology, a polynomial P represents a word u E F, if tr(p(u)) = P(tr(p(zl,))) 
for alI representations p of F2 by 4 x 4 symplectic matrices. With this 
terminology, Theorem 4.1 now states that every word in a and b is represented 
by such a polynomial P. We say that a polynomial represents 0 if 
P(tr(p(q)) = 0 for all p. 
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We can now consider the subset S, C S consisting of {WI ,..., IV,,> = 
{a, b, u2, b2, ab, ab-l, a2b, ab2, a2b2, (ab)2, ubab-l, uba-lb), and let 22, be the 
ring of polynomials with rational coefficients in the indeterminants X, ,,.., X,, . 
Then P E R, represents u E F, if 
tr(f(u)) = P(trb(W&, tr(fW2>>. 
THEOREM. If cs is an automorphism of F2 , and ;f WC E S, then o( W,) can be 
represented by a polynomial in R, . 
Proof. Let Q2 be the group of automorphisms of Fz . Then Q2 is generated 
by the automorphisms +r , $2 , +s where 
(see [31)- 
y&(4 = a-l, h(b) = b, 
#32(a) = by +2(b) = a3 
$4~) = ah Mb) = b> 
Therefore it is sufficient to prove the theorem for the generating auto- 
morphisms $r, 42, 4s. We write W N w1 if W is conjugate to WI. Then 













.-l = w-1 
b = W: 
a--z = w-1 
bZ = WI 
a-lb - W;l 





a-lba-lb-l - ,$7-l 
11 
a-lbab N W,, 
b = W, 
a = WI 
b= = W., 
a2 = W, 
ba - W, 
ba-l - W;l 
b2a - W, 
ba2 - W, 
bza2 - W, 
@aY - Wlo 
baba-l - W,, 
bab-la - WI, 
ab = W, 
b = W, 
(ab)% = W,, 
b= = W, 
ab2 = W 8 





ab2a - W, 
aba-‘b = W,, 
If + = dl , +2 , or A and +Wi) - Wj+J then tr(C(WJ) = tr Wj and $(Wi) 
is representable by the polynomial Xj in R. Therefore, we need only consider 
those 9% such that +(W,) + WF1 . &(W,) and $s(Wj) are representable by 
polynomials in XI ,..., X,, for i = 7, 8, 9, 10; j = 7, 8, 9 as immediate 
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consequences of Corollary 3.2. For +s(K&J it is necessary to apply 
Corollary 3.2 to get tr(##VIO) = _P(tr$&T,)) where +,~(EVJ # $)s(PVnJ, then 
use the preceeding results. 
Ramark. By inspection it can be shown that S, is the only nonempty 
subset of S with this property. That is, WE S, let S( 
subset of S containing W such that if Wi E S(W) then 
hen 
where W; E S(W). 
6. RELATIONSHIP OF CHARACTER CLASSES TO COP;JUGACY CLASSES 
We say that two elements zc and u in Fz have the same character if tr(p(u)) = 
@(a-))) for all 4 X 4 symplectic representations p. ClearIy if zI is conjugate to 
u or u-r (as an element of F,) then tr u = tr V. e will call the set of all 
elements of F, having the same character as u the character class of U. Then 
the charzcter class of u is the union of at least two conjugacy classes, namely 
that of 21 and of u-r. 
LEMMA 6.1, If u and v have the same character, then tr(p(ti)) = tr(p(~))~o~ 
all representations p of F, by matrices in the 2 x 2 special linear gmzlp SL(2, 
%)yooJ. Let p be any such representation. 
representation p* by 
e define a symplectic 
p*(W) is a symplectic matrix and p* is a homomorphism. (We use here the 
fact that p is a homomorphism and that (Ar)-l(BT)-r = ((Abz)r)-r.) Then 
tr(p*( W)) = tr p(W) + tr(p( W)T)-l = 2 tr p( I/V). Therefore if ZE and a, have 
the same character, tr p(u) = tr p(v) for all representations ofFa by matrices. 
R. Horowitz [2] derives certain necessary conditions for u and u to have the 
same character in SL(2, R). By Lemma 6.1 these conditions are necessary for 
u and ZI to have the same character in the symplectic group. Tn particular, 
Horowitz shows 
(I) the character class of a” is the union of the conjugacy classes of 
a” and a-“, 
481/32/z-6 
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(2) the character class of any power m of a primitive element c in F, is 
the union of the conjugacy classes of cm and c-~, 
(3) the character class of azbm is the union of the conjugacy classes of 
anzbz and Pa-“. 
These results must also be true in the 4 x 4 symplectic group according to 
Lemma 6.1. 
In SL(2, R), Horowitz shows this is the best possible result. That is, it is no 
longer true that the character class of a word consists only of the conjugacy 
classes of the word and its inverse when one takes cyclically reduced words of 
at least four syllables. 
In particular, he shows that given any even number Y (r # 0) and any 
positive odd number s, the words 
and 
W(7, s) = a-w-u .b%-wu 
W(r, s) = &a-16% . b?u-1 
have the same character in SL(2, R) but are not conjugate. Therefore for any 
r, s as above, the character class of b2T&u-1 is the union of at least four 
conjugacy classes, namely the conjugacy classes of b2~ubSu-1, b2Ta-1bSa, 
u!~a-rb-~~, and ~-~b-%zzb~~‘. This is no longer true if we use 4 x 4 symplectic 
representations. In this case the character class of b2~absu-l in SL(2, R) will 
split into at least two character classes. 
To show this, will construct a representation p such that 
We define 
0 ! t 1 0 -1 fW 0 0 0 = 0 1 ) 
i 0 l/t 0 
i
x 0 
m t 0 
0 0 
; 0 0 = 1,x i . 
0 0 0 l/p 
Then 
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Then tr~~(~(~, s))) = tr(p(V(~, s))) if and only if 
In order for this to be true for such r, s and arbitrary real num 
(nonzero), the polynomial 
must be identically zero. This poiynomial has A74r+sP+2S - Xarf2sY4r+s as 
its highest degree term and would vanish only if 2r = s. ut s is odd, so this is 
impossible. Therefore tr(p(W(r, s))) # tr(p(V(r, s))). 
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